_______________________'s
Goal Progress Analysis
Ms. Tucker
My Goal:_________________________________________________________________
To implement Practice 10 by coaching students on how to set quality work goals, selecting
________________________________________________________________________
their best work, and for me to write positive feedback on displayed work of students’ choice.
Write specifically what is happening now towards achieving your goal under
Opportunity and the Benefits and Obstacles for each where appropriate.
Opportunity/Option

Benefit/Obstacle

I created the wall area and posted the individual

The students seem to really like being able to select

plastic sleeves. I gave each student one of the 4x4

their best work for display. I’m finding the feedback

Work Check Chant task cards to use as a starting

statements I’m writing are encouraging more effort on

point for checking their work.

their part. There are some who have a hard time

As part of the goal setting they have an

selecting work so this has become another way for

accountability partner to check with before handing in

accountability partners to help.

work. I decided to add this accountability check as a

The “Best Work” goal setting seems to have given

procedure and even do mid-work checks so help may

each student something specific to focus on and

be given if needed. I really need to coach more on

work towards improving - something they chose.

giving positive feedback. - perhaps post the Mind

The Goal Progress Log and accountability check -

Map the class created as a reference tool.

WoW! They are proving to be game-changers in what

They are also enjoying being able to select from the

the students are handing in and knowing exactly

Free Ways to Recognize Effort when their name is

where they are at any time.

drawn from the “Best Work” bowl.

Has the goal been accomplished Yes

No

In Progress

Explain why or why not?
______________________________________________________________________
This will be an ongoing goal throughout the year. I can see it changing some as the students’ efforts
and
______________________________________________________________________
confidence grow. There is also the process of coaching students on giving each other feedback.
Does the goal need to be revised? Yes

No

If yes, revise with Goal Planning

Worksheet
If a new goal is needed, begin the process with the C.R.O.S.S.ROADS Goal Setting
Worksheet.

Mr. Thomas

___________________________________________
Accountability Partner Signature

_________________
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